**pediatric positioning**

**Tumble Forms® Thera-wedge™**
- large 2 sided wedge: one smooth, one contoured with high molded sides for passive support
- smaller wedge “interlocks” with larger wedge
- straps provide support
- large wedge (23” x 38” x 17”) side 1
  - large wedge (23” x 38” x 10”) side 2
  - small wedge (23” x 38” x 12”)
  - abductor (5” x 5” x 4”)

**Tumble Forms® strap wedges**
- removable positioning straps provide flexibility and support
- accommodates abductor (sold separately)

**Tumble Forms® Bi-Form® wedge**
- high molded sides give lateral support
- positioning strap provides support
- accommodates abductor (sold separately)

---

**sidelyer positioning system**

**Tumble Forms® slotted wedge**
- addresses alignment of the hips, preventing rotation and providing adduction of lower extremities
- turn the wedge over, and the leg troughs offer support to lower extremities

**Grasshopper®**
- use any combination of the 17 standard components: wedges, adductors, rectangles, trapezoid, quarter roll, log and straps for positioning
- padded base allows mobility without re-positioning
- includes accessory bag

**Tadpole® positioning system**
- creatively positions pediatric patient using any combination of standard components: log, half roll with semi-circular supports, contoured wedge and mirror/tray
- fits into carry-bag with shoulder straps
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